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Anathaym’s
Saga

Further detailing his
campaign world, Steve
develops the traditions which will teach
and control magic. He
constrains the practice
of each discipline thusly:
Folk Magic is taught
as both an adjunct
to religious cults and
via individual teachers, such as hedge
wizards or witches.
Animism can only be
learned by those beast
races which still possess an animal affinity
to a particular totem
spirit. Thus centaurs
venerate Great Horse,
their species totem,
with whom only they
can form a bond.
Knowledge is tightly
held by clan shamans.
Mysticism is only taught
to magically eligible
nomads of the correct
birth caste; their path of
mysticism dependent on
which astrological conjunction is at the apex
of the sky as the child
emerges from its mother.
Sorcery, forbidden due
to its diabolic overtones,
is secretly studied by
lone practitioners who
stumble upon the art,
or under the tutelage
of reclusive sorcerers
living in remote places.
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who come by their magic through less direct
means. And, because sorcerers have little
need for gods or spirits, it is not uncommon
for them to develop a certain degree of arrogance and disdain for those who choose to
venerate such entities. Although some sorcerers maintain a healthy respect for the gods
and may even practice worship themselves,
this does not lessen the fact that the sorcerer
is, through his magic, attempting to perform
acts that others may consider as the province
of greater beings.

Theism

Theists draw their magic from their gods.
As the gods are manifestations of the runes
they are able to work powers based on those
runes that form part of their make-up: theists,
through worship and devotion, channel these
runic powers in the form of miracles and thus
gain the ability to work similar powers in the
mundane world – albeit in a much diluted
form. A worshipper of the Storm God might
be able to summon lightning; a worshipper
of the sun god might be able to create brilliant daylight even in the midst of the blackest night. The magic theists can call upon
is always based on the nature of the god or
pantheon being worshipped and, more specifically, on the rune (or runes) those entities
command. The strength of devotion to a god
has a direct impact on the power of the magic
worked; assuming that the deity retains some
awareness of his worshippers, maintaining a
cordial relationship with the god is necessary
to receive its power.

Magical Traditions

Although people may be born with the
capacity to work magic to greater or lesser
degrees, the actual skill of using it is normally
taught and cultivated via some kind of social
organisation; such as a cult, order or a mentor.
These are known collectively as traditions.
For example, the Cult of Myceras and the Cult
of the Seven Badoshi Devils are both traditions based upon religious organisations, but
worship different gods and teach their priesthoods different miracles.

Some traditions are not limited to providing a single discipline of magic, but can combine two or more. A sorcery order could offer
both Folk Magic and Sorcery to its members;
the former providing petty cantrips to lower
ranking apprentices, whilst adepts and above
are taught more potent spells of the higher
art.
It should also be noted that membership of
a tradition need not necessarily grant access
to magic. One could be a faithful worshipper
of Myceras and hold the rank of lay member
in his cult, yet still have no ability to cast theistic magic.
As part of setting up the magical traditions
in a campaign Games Masters should give
some thought to what type of organisation or
social groups will provide it. Some examples
follow.

Cults

Organised sects who venerate a religion,
a philosophy or an individual, cults receive a
great deal more attention in their own chapter. By and large cults only teach magic to
their members, and are likely to restrict certain types or magic and spells to those who
attain higher ranks within the cult. Cults can
teach any kind of magic, depending on their
nature. Some may mix magical styles (theism and animism, say) whilst others may have
only one, and so on.

Guilds

Guilds are professional bodies that represent and guard members of that occupation.
Because they are focused on protecting their
market, and because they are concerned with
more mundane skills, guilds are unlikely to
offer higher magic, focusing instead on Folk
Magic – and only those spells of direct use
and relevance to the profession.

Royalty and Noble Houses

Kings, queens and emperors might attain
royal power through their command of magic,
or through the support of those who wield it.
In some settings a monarch might be truly
a divine appointment, the living representative of a deity in the world. Conversely the
power to work magic might be dependent on
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inheriting the correct noble bloodline. Magic
can be of any type, although in most works of
fantasy, magic-wielding monarchs tend to be
either theists or sorcerers. Outside the royal
sphere magic use may be outlawed: it could
be a threat to the monarchy and this needs to
be suppressed. More benevolent monarchs
might use magic for the greater good, but
where magic keeps the monarchy in power, it
is usual for all sources of power to be jealously
guarded.

Individual Teachers

The wandering hedge magician, hermitmage, old and wise counsellor… fantasy is
awash with examples of learned individuals
who find and mentor an apprentice in the
magical arts. Such practitioners are usually
specialists in one form of magic and may
even be an established part of a community,
training the young adults of the community
in those magical powers they will need to
continue contributing to society, or making
their way in the world. Primitive and nomadic
cultures often rely on this form of patronage,
lacking the population numbers and organisation to support more formalised magical
tutoring.

Social Castes

Similar to magic restricted to nobility,
social castes can denote what type of magic is
available or taught to a person depending on
the birth caste they belong to. Settings with
magic limited by social caste should probably
offer a range of different types according to
birth rank, hereditary lineage or something
similar. Someone of the priestly caste might
automatically join the predominant religion
and be indoctrinated into tTheism for example; whereas a lower born member of the warrior caste may be restricted to only learning
mysticism.

Species Specific

Some races or species are naturally predisposed to magical knowledge. Elves or satyrs,
for instance, are associated with considerable
magical powers. Within the species magical
skills are natural capabilities that only need
training and refinement. Depending on what

type of magic they were inherently gifted
with, the relevant magical skills could be
considered Standard for that species. Typically species specific magic tends to be of one
type: Folk, Animism or Theism the most common. Magic such as sorcery and mysticism
may be learned but is generally not a natural
accoutrement.

Totems

Many cultures adopt totems or other symbols that become a focus and provider of
magical power. The most prevalent examples
are those practicing animism, but there is no
reason why totems should be confined solely
to spirit magic. Sorcery orders may gain their
knowledge through totemic practices; and
idolatry in theistic worship is very similar.
Rather than an organised cult of teachers, it is
the totem itself which is the channel for magical knowledge and skill, granting magical lore
to those that establish suitable bonds with it
or are born into the correct family, tribe or
race to understand its lore.
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Theism is jealously
guarded by the innumerable cults which
propitiate the gods.
Each of the city states
has its own unique
patron deity, the temple
to which acts as the cult
centre for that god. The
Badoshi on the other
hand have a pantheon
of seven demons which is
universally worshipped
by all the tribes.

How Many Abilities?

Abilities are the spells, talents, miracles or
spirits provided by magical traditions. The
number of abilities a tradition offers is completely setting-specific. A world in which
cult theocracies rule entire nations may offer
more miracles to its priesthood than a setting
where grimoires of sorcery are exceptionally
rare, each containing but a single spell. Several elements can adjust the amount and proclivity of abilities available to a tradition.
Firstly, traditions normally structure the
learning path of the magical abilities they
provide. Members only gain access to more
potent magics at higher levels of achievement
and rank. For example; if a sorcery order
knows the particularly deadly spell Wrack, it
is highly unlikely that it will be taught to students until they have attained a certain degree
of knowledge, maturity and seniority to be
entrusted with its power and secrets.
Secondly, traditions may teach more than
one type of magic. A cult might combine
Folk Magic with Theism for instance, granting a broader range of abilities. In this case
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Duration of Folk
Magic Spells

Unless a spell has either the Concentration or Instant traits it has a natural duration which lasts the entire scene or action for
which the spell was used. A few spells have
custom durations noted in the spell’s definition. For example, using Pathway to traverse
a section of thorny and overgrown woodland
would last until the terrain clears and the spell
is no longer necessary.

Traits

Folk Magic Traits are as follows:

Concentration
The spell’s effects remain in place as long as
the caster continues to concentrate on maintaining it. Concentration requires the caster
to be free of all physical and mental distractions: any such distraction interrupts the concentration, resulting in the spell’s immediate
dismissal.
Instant
The spell’s effects happen there and then. It
has no duration.
Ranged
Spells with the Ranged trait can be cast at
a distance of up to the character’s Folk Magic
score in metres. The caster must be able to
see the target of the spell, or at least know
their location. If not, then the Folk Magic roll
becomes one grade harder.
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Resist (Endurance, Evade, Willpower)
Any spell that is not readily accepted by
a target can be actively resisted using either
Endurance, Evade or Willpower, as determined by this trait. To successfully resist
a spell, the target must win an opposed roll
of the relevant skill against the caster’s Folk
Magic casting result. If the target fails in the
opposed roll then the spell takes effect as
normal. Note that resisting is usually a passive action if Endurance or Willpower are the
being used. If a spell requires the target to
Evade then it costs an Action Point to make
the Evade attempt. Targets without Action

Points to spend in evading will therefore be
powerless against the spell’s effect.
Touch
The caster must be able to touch the target for the spell to take effect. Contact must
be made with the person or equipment to
be affected whilst the spell is being prepared
for final casting. If a target is intent on resisting physical contact then the caster must be
able to touch the target using either Athletics or Unarmed to make contact, which can
be resisted with Evade. A touch spell merely
needs to contact the target or its carried
accoutrements in order to work.
Trigger
Trigger spells can be cast successfully but
have their effects delayed by the caster. If the
spell is not triggered during the scene it dissipates naturally.

Spells
Alarm

Special Duration
Casting Alarm on a location such as a room
or small clearing creates a temporary psychic
bond between the area and the caster. If the
area is accessed by a living creature with a
SIZ greater than 1, the caster is automatically
made aware that something has transgressed
no matter how great the distance. The Alarm
is usually a distinct tingling sensation or mental twinge which will awaken the caster. Alarm
can also be used on an individual object, triggering when touched or moved.
The spell does not determine who or what
has crossed the alarmed threshold and neither does it prevent ingress. It lasts until triggered, but the Magic Point used to cast it does
not recover until the spell is dismissed or concludes naturally. Once activated Alarm must
be cast again.

Appraise

Instant, Touch
Appraise allows the immediate assessment
of the quality of physical goods of combined
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ENC or SIZ equal to the caster’s POW. The
spell determines whether or not identical looking items are of the same or similar
quality, or if one or more is either flawed or
of a higher quality. The spell does not work
on organic things, only on inanimate objects.
Neither does it determine what flaws or
enhancements are present; merely that they
exist.

Avert

Instant, Ranged
Avert is used to dismiss another Folk
Magic spell within range. Avert can be cast
reactively to neutralise offensive spells, by
using the Counter Magic Reactive Action.

Babble

Resist (Willpower), Touch
Babble mangles anything spoken by its target. It does not affect what the target is thinking, only what is verbally issued. Thus Babble
can seriously disrupt orders being issued by a
commanding officer to his troops, but it cannot influence what the commander is thinking
or his intentions. Depending on the necessity
for verbal components, Babble may be able to
adversely influence spell casting.

lapsing into disassociated lines of thought.
Befuddled targets can still act in self defence,
but cannot initiate any constructive activity until the spell ends. Any sort of attack or
threatening action instantly breaks the spell,
whether or not it was directed specifically at
the befuddled target.
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Bladesharp

Touch
Bladesharp is cast on edged and piercing
melee weapons. It increases the damage of
a weapon by one dice step and incidentally
leaves the edge honed after the spell concludes. This spell is often used on tools such
as logging axes, ploughs and razors. Thus
casting this spell on a dagger increases it to
1d6+1 damage, whereas the same spell on a
great axe would increase it to 2d8+2 damage.
(1d4->1d6->1d8->1d10->2d6->2d8->2d10)

Anathaym practices
Bladesharp for the
first time on an old,
chipped spear from
her father's armoury.

Beastcall (X)

Instant, Ranged, Resist (Willpower)
Beastcall is used to attract a single, specific
animal, the type being specified in the spell,
within range. The animal summoned cannot
be sapient and it may also resist the spell using
its Willpower. If it fails to resist, it is naturally
drawn, in a passive fashion, to the caster,
whereupon the spell dissipates and the creature acts as it normally would, finding itself
in proximity to the caster. Physical obstacles
or adverse actions (such as a wall, river or line
of spears, or a harsh yank on a set of reins or
leash) also cause the spell to fail.

Befuddle

Ranged, Resist (Willpower)
Befuddle causes confusion within the mind
of a corporeal target. The subject of the spell
has difficulty thinking straight, forgetting
where it is, what it is doing and why – often
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RuneQuest s chapter 10: Animism
Although spirits are living entities rather
than mechanistic spells, they still have specific sources or powers to which they are
associated.
҉҉A spirit can be a fragment of a particular
Rune
҉҉A spirit can be an incarnation of an
abstract magical or natural effect
҉҉A spirit can be the individual or collective essence of a species of plant or
animal
҉҉A spirit can be the venerated soul of a
dead ancestor
҉҉A spirit can be the vengeful remnant of
a dead creature
All spirits are sentient, although the degree
of sentience varies according to the spirit’s
representation and type. Ancestor spirits, for
example, are fully sapient and display all the
intelligence and coherence of their mortal
form; but nature spirits are likely to behave,
perceive and articulate themselves in ways
that reflect their origin. Skilled animists are
capable of interpreting their (sometimes incoherent) ways of communicating, through their
training and exposure to the Spirit World.

Designing Spirits

Most of the spirits listed in the Creatures
chapter are mere examples of vast range of
possibilities. To create new and unique spirits, use the following guidelines:
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҉҉A spirit usually provides a single advantage. This can be either knowledge, an
attribute (not characteristic) boost, a
Special Effect, domination of a particular species, changing physical form,
control or resistance to a particular
Rune, or inflicting a detrimental effect
of some kind.
҉҉Advantages should be capable of being
sustained as a permanent effect. The
advantage should also be roughly balanced according to other comparable
spirits, and the other forms of higher
magic (mysticism, theism and sorcery).
҉҉An advantage is always proportional to
a spirit’s Intensity. Since spirits usually

have no defined limit to their POW,
spirits often come in weaker and stronger forms.
҉҉All spirits possess certain default skills.
Spirits start with a Spectral Combat
skill equal to 50%+POW+CHA and a
Willpower of 50%+(POWx2). Those
possessing discorporation have a base
Discorporate skill of 50%+POW+INT,
and those which covertly possess victims also have a default Stealth skill of
50%+INT+CHA.

Spirit Powers

Animists can use a spirit’s powers in four
ways; Augmentation, Embodiment, Abdication and Discorporation.
Augmentation
The simplest and safest spirits are Nature
and Guardian spirits who augment the animist. The spirit gives the practitioner a benefit
by flowing through or around his body and is
easily returned to a fetish. An animist who
walks through some form of magical antispirit barrier will strip his augmenting spirits
away if it powerful enough to affect them.
Embodiment
This is the active task of assimilating a
spirit’s powers and advantages into the animist’s physical being, directly channelling
and becoming one with the spirit. Elemental
or Shape-shifting spirits work in this way.
Embodiment can be risky and demanding: a
weak animist who incautiously embodies such
a spirit risks being consumed or entrapped by
it. Whilst embodying a spirit, the animist is
unable to physically cross anti-spirit barriers
that are strong enough to stop a spirit of that
Intensity.
Abdication
This is where an animist surrenders control of his body by willingly letting himself be
possessed. This normally applies to ancestor
spirits that possess the animist, taking complete command. However other spirits, especially those of great power or authority, might
demand use of the animist’s body in exchange
for performing a service. Should an ancestor
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or great spirit not wish to depart, there is
little the unfortunate practitioner can do. As
with embodiment, Animism-suppressing or
-countering magics will pose a physical barrier to a possessed animist.
Discorporation
Some spirits, such as death, curse and sickness spirits use discorporation to be able to
affect their victim. These types of spirits must
have free access to the Spirit World so that
they can engage the target in Spirit Combat.
Usually, if the spirit wins the battle, something
unpleasant happens to the victim. The danger
in using such spirits is that if the animist is
weak, and the spirit hostile, the spirit may
turn on him instead.
For more information on specific types of
Spirit, refer to pages 399 to 412 in the Creatures chapter.

Games
Mastering
Animism

Animism provides a great deal of flexibility
in mimicking most historical or fantasy forms
of animism, shamanism and totemism. Yet
there are a number of cunning tricks used in
novels or recorded in cultural mythology that
Games Masters can use and are described in
this section.

Spirit Societies,
Cults & Traditions

In cultures where animism is the main
form of religion, spirits and fetishes are ever
present and a shaman fulfils the same role as
a priest. In settings where animism is a core
part of belief, spirits are fundamental parts of
society and treated with reverence, respect
and fear – not as magical batteries or buffs.
Most people will have a shrine to revered
ancestors or several fetishes holding totem
spirits, and will take part in ceremonies of
remembrance and revitalisation.

Animists who walk the otherworld binding spirits against their will, treating them as
accoutrements, will soon gain a poor reputation – not only amongst their peers but also
amongst spirits friendly to that culture – and
gradually be alienated as a result.
Most animists possess enough skill in
Trance to see the spirits around them when
they meditate and enough Binding to use their
fetishes properly. It is highly unlikely that they
will ever engage in a life and death battle in
the Spirit World, since that is the shaman role.
Thus most lay animists are content to master
enough skill in Binding to learn the proper
means of address and state of mind needed to
safely invoke the power of the spirits within
their fetishes.
The shaman is the bridge between the
mortal world and the Spirit World. He lives
a life in two realms and with his help, members of the community can pass through to
the Spirit World to converse with those who
have gone before.
Powerful shamans tend to attract attention in the Spirit World. When viewed there
the shaman’s soul echo is often the subject of
many spirits seeking attention. This can be
highly distracting for the shaman and may
attract the attention of predators but a powerful shaman should have a strong enough web
of allies that most hunters would rather stalk
less powerful prey. However, player character shamans should expect occasional very
unpleasant surprises.
Although most spirit worshippers will be
a member of a cult or tradition, the organisation is unlikely to be anywhere near as formal
as a theistic cult or mysticism order. Spirit
cults tend to be loose affiliations of animists
or may simply consist of members of single
family, clan or race who venerate particular spirits. These traditions share one simple
insight: the world is alive. Each rock, plant,
animal and each cloud, pool and storm has its
own spirit.
These spirits, especially the spirits of ancestors, may also be members of a tradition or be
friendly towards a particular tradition. Others
may simply have no interest in the mundane
world. Some may even be actively hostile to
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Mju’s Saga

A faithful student of
the Path of Shadows,
Mju is already in possession of the talents
Augment Perception,
Augment Stealth, and
Invoke Dark Sight. Yet
he has been forbidden
from learning more of
the path’s secret talents
until he rises to the
rank of disciple. To
prove himself worthy,
Mju is tasked to climb
Cloud-reach Mountain
a week before the sacred
festival of Sun Return,
and remain upon
its summit for seven
days in deep contemplation of the inner
meaning of his path.
Mju accepts the challenge and begins the long
trek across the desert
of the high plateau to
its northern peaks. He
has many adventures
along the way, at one
point aiding a pair of
sisters who are seeking
an ancient temple of
Sethi to clear the ruins
of their evil. Eventually
he reaches the white
tipped mountain, carefully scaling its dangerously sheer slopes. The
broken off summit is
cold, windswept and
ice covered, but Mju
takes this as part of the
test, settling himself for
days of meditation to
ignore the hardships.
During the following
days he starts to notice
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Meditation
(INT+CON)

Meditation is the ability to reach a state
of concentration by removing all extraneous
distractions. Once achieved, this higher mind
state permits the mystic to tap their inner
powers and perform feats of parallel thought
impossible to non-mystics. Increasing competence in Meditation improves the mystic’s
ability to concentrate on several mystical abilities simultaneously.
A mystic may maintain a cumulative level
of Intensity of active talents equal to their
Meditation skill divided by 10. Thus, a mystic
with Meditation 66% can manifest a maximum Intensity of 7. This intensity could be
applied to a single active talent – in which
case no other talents could be used – or split
between several talents: Augment X to Intensity 2, Invoke Y at Intensity 1 and Enhance
Z to Intensity 4 for example. When a talent
becomes inactive, its intensity is immediately
released and can be used for something else.

Meditations on Power

Of all the magic disciplines available
in RuneQuest, mysticism is perhaps the
least magical. To an external observer,
much of what a mystic is capable of achieving seems the result of incredible skill or
training, rather than some supernatural
force. The source of a mystic’s power, at
least the Magic Points with which he performs his acts of excellence, lends itself
primarily to self generation (see Where Do
Magic Points Come From, page 175). This
may contradict or undermine the principles behind the magical ecology of the setting if the Games Master does not wish a
more exotic form of mysticism.
As an alternative, mystics may provide
their own Magic Points by performing long
hours of meditation, dance, creating art
or even choral singing, thus keeping the
restoration of their power both in check
and also in keeping with the philosophy of
mysticism.

Mysticism
(POW+CON)

Mysticism is the knowledge concerning
the secret techniques and abilities taught to
a particular Path of Mystic enlightenment. It
not only controls the maximum Intensity any
particular talent can be implemented at, but
may also govern how quickly the mystic masters each of the talents available to that path.
Mysticism is used to achieve the following
effects:
҉҉Augment specific skills by shifting their
difficulty grade
҉҉Enhance the mystic’s attributes (Damage Modifier, Healing Rate and so on)
҉҉Invoke particular traits or abilities
A mystic is limited to using each individual
talent at a maximum Intensity of one twentieth of the Mysticism skill from which it originates. Thus a mystic with 34% in the Path of
the Awakening Dragon would be limited to
implementing any of its talents at an Intensity
of 2 at most. However, using Meditation he
may be able to maintain several of these talents at the same time.

Paths and
Talents

Each incidence of the Mysticism skill must
be tied to a specific foundation of mystical
knowledge, known as a path. These paths are
often based on ancient hermetic teachings,
passed down in sacred books or by esoteric
gurus or secret mountain-top schools.
A path contains knowledge of multiple
mental disciplines called talents – namely
skill augmentations, trait invocations and
attribute enhancements - which are defined
later on in this chapter. There is no preset
limit to the number of talents a path can
contain, although the mystical school that
has developed the path will have imposed its
own limitations based on its particular philosophy. Furthermore the talents contained
within a path tend to be linked, and these
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natural relationships will impose their own
limitations.
For example, the Path of Abjuration might
include: Augment Endurance, Augment Survival, Invoke Denial (Food), Invoke Denial
(Water), Invoke Denial (Sleep), Enhance
Fatigue and Enhance Hit Points. Conversely
the Path of Shadows might offer Augment Perception, Augment Stealth, Augment Ranged
Combat Style, Invoke Adhesion, Invoke Astral
Projection, Invoke Dark Sight and Enhance
Fatigue.
Paths are therefore the mystical equivalent
of Combat Styles: diverse talents and abilities
folded into the umbrella skill of Mysticism. A
path is usually tied to a profession or philosophy, and depending on the setting it might be
rare for an adept to learn more than one.
These different combinations of talents can
lend a character some quite remarkable capabilities in a very wide variety of unusual situations that differ from theism and animism.

Starting
Mystics

If a character begins the game as a mystic
he must choose one path to follow that is built
from talents either designed by the Games
Master, agreed between the player and Games
Master, or chosen from the examples given in
the Cults and Brotherhoods chapter. Only one
path can be chosen at this stage but others can
potentially be learned and developed during
the course of play.
It should be noted that some talents are
potentially very powerful and should be considered carefully before being made accessible
to characters. Games Masters may wish to
limit the availability of certain talents according to cult rank, ensuring that characters learn
the secrets of their path in a particular order
and withholding the most potent abilities
until the cult deems them responsible enough
to be trusted with such knowledge.
Mystic characters begin play with knowledge of a number of talents equal to one
twentieth of their Mysticism skill. These will

generally be the least potent of the talents
available to that path, as suited to a low ranking or novice student.

Learning Talents

i

certain oddities about
the peak. A slightly
rank smell in the brief
periods the wind stops
blowing. Odd scratches
and perhaps carvings
on the rocks which form
a natural amphitheatre. Even some ragged
scraps of what could be
brown crusted desert
robes frozen into the
ice. Something about
all these hints at an
unforeseen danger,
so Mju augments his
Perception skill to keep
alert during the remaining days of meditation.

Learning new talents is not just a case of
handing over cash as if a financial transaction. Rather it necessitates an investment of
time and Experience Rolls as described in the
Introduction to Magic chapter on page 167.
Even a character has a sufficient number of
Experience Rolls available, consent to learn a
new talent must be sought first since knowledge of these arts is carefully restricted by the
masters of a path.
Gaining permission to learn new talents
usually requires the mystic to demonstrate a
certain base competence in skill, loyalty to the
master who teaches them, and possibly proof
of their readiness by undertaking a difficult or
dangerous test. There are countless ways for a
mystical order to winnow out those unworthy
of learning their most powerful secrets. Roleplaying the interaction between the mystic
and his teachers builds the depth of their relationship to that path, and can form the basis
for characters.

On the night of Sun
Return his sharpened
hearing picks up the
sounds of flapping
wings. Mju invokes his
second talent of Dark
Sight and spots a vast
number of winged beasts
all heading for the summit. In desperation he
utilises his last talent
to augment his Stealth
skill, squeezing himself
into a narrow crevasse
on the downwind side of
the peak. All that night
the assorted griffons,
iqari and giant eagles
dance atop the mountain in a great ritual
celebration and at day
break, they fly off in
different directions.

Using Mysticism

Mysticism permits some extraordinary
powers which can produce dramatic results.
Although less inherently flexible than sorcery
and less crushing than theism, in their own
niche mystics can be formidable foes. Their
talents can boost their skills to phenomenal
levels, grant them unusual physical or mental
abilities, and increase their attributes to those
of legendary heroes.
To gain access to these inner mysteries requires constant and regular practice.
Although expensive in terms of magical
strength, being dependent only upon themselves, mystics have no need to enslave spirits
or return to temples to regain their effectiveness. Indeed the potent nature of their talents
can pose a serious challenge to magicians who
follow other disciplines of magic.

When Mju finally
returns to the travelling
caravan of his master
and explains in respectful tones the sights he
saw, the old guru knows
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Kratos’ Saga

Now in command of a
troop of loyal centaurs,
Kratos sends them
forth to gather tribute
and sacrificial victims
whilst he spends his time
studying the strange
artefact he stole. He
knows the fist-sized
black diamond was
the source of the hag’s
sorcery, from the cold
tingling the crystal
elicits when he touches
it. Some dim memory
suggests that this may
be the Tear of Sethi, an
infamous relic said to
be the only remaining
fragment of a mighty
Serpent Demon who
once ruled the world.
After much experimentation Kratos discovers that pouring fresh
human blood over the
stone causes its holder
to experience vivid
dreams in which the
demon lord appears,
passing on forbidden
arcane knowledge to
he who would learn to
master such power. As
his skill and arrogance
increase, Kratos begins
to demand new spells
from his diabolical
mentor. The demon
slyly agrees, providing
the sorcerer is willing to
pay the hellish price.
In exchange for the
ritual slaughter of nine
pure virgins from the
highest ranked families
of Meeros, the demon
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Sorcerer characters begin with a number
of spells from that school equal to one twentieth of their Invocation skill. Once the campaign starts they are restricted in what additional spells they can study and when they can
learn them.

Learning Spells

Learning new spells requires an investment of Experience Rolls as described in the
Introduction to Magic chapter on page 178.
Whether or not new spells are available is a
different matter. For example, an adept member of a powerful guild may be withheld from
freely acquiring the more dangerous spells of
the order; only being taught once they demonstrate the correct level of understanding
or responsibility. A mage who learns his art
from a demon might instead need to provide
the entity with a suitable offering (a diabolical deed or rare sacrifice) before he is shown
a new spell.
Likewise a self-taught sorcerer who
picks up a grimoire cannot learn every spell
inscribed within its pages as soon as they have
the Experience Rolls to invest. There are limits to how much and how quickly a sorcerer
can understand and absorb knowledge from
the complex metaphysical implications of
such a work.
As a rough guideline, spells accessible
to a school of sorcery are usually linked or
entwined in such a way that they must be
learned:
҉҉In a particular order; acquisition of
lesser incantations being needed to
comprehend the underlying techniques
to invoke higher ones.
҉҉When a specific degree of mastery is
reached, each spell limited to a particular cult rank or value of the Invocation
skill may be learned as the sorcerer has
demonstrated the necessary level of
comprehension.
҉҉Only after the student has shown the
correct attitude, behaviour or dedication to be permitted deeper knowledge.
Thus the learning of new spells is not an
automatic ability or right. Access to them

must be earned through roleplaying and over
a period of time in the campaign. A new spell
should be regarded as a reward for completing
a particularly difficult task, as a consequence
of advancing cult rank or even as the result
of many months research and study. When
knowledge is quite literally power, a sorcerer
should not be able simply to purchase spells
by handing over a cartload of silver. Although
a gift might influence the mind of a sorcerer’s mentor, the spell itself is almost always
priceless.

Using Sorcery

Although sorcery is not necessarily the
most potent type of supernatural power available to mortals, the ability of a sorcerer to
shape his magic makes it extremely versatile.
Sorcerers can weave a handful of awesome
spells into a single, magic-efficient casting;
blast small units of warriors with the same
spell; or even control the mind of a victim
from hundreds of kilometres away. This ability greatly to augment one or more spell components enables their magic to far exceed the
more rigid parameters of other types.
The inherent flexibility of sorcery extends
beyond its ability to be shaped. Unlike animism there is no dependency upon third
party spirits which might slip from control.
Similarly they need not return to specific holy
places to recover their magical strength unlike
theists. In effect, sorcery grants its practitioner freedom from needing things or places.
All that is required is knowledge of the spell
and enough Magic Points to invoke it.

Invoking a Spell

Casting a sorcery spell requires that the
sorcerer performs a short invocation, allowing
him to mentally impose the spell’s transcendental formula upon the cosmos, changing
reality. It may be an envisioning of a complex
glyph or articulate utterance of a harmonic
mantra. Whatever the procedure, for the spell
to work the sorcerer must meet the following
prerequisites.

RuneQuest 8 chapter 12: Sorcery
Firstly they must actually know the spell
being cast. Simply reading or repeating a spell
parrot fashion from something like a scroll
will not work if the sorcerer has no understanding of its underlying metaphysics.
Secondly they must have the requisite
number of Magic Points remaining. Attempting to cast a spell with insufficient Magic
Points means that either the spell doesn’t
work, or something bad occurs to the sorcerer
to find the last fragments of power (see Running out of Magic Points page 178).
Thirdly on the last turn of casting, the sorcerer must pass an Invocation skill check. Failing to cast the spell correctly usually results in
nothing bad save that the magic doesn’t work,

or at worst the squandering of a few Magic
Points.

Invocation Costs

8

promises to teach the
increasingly corrupt
Kratos the magical
ability to shift between
pools of shadow. The
sorcerer readily agrees,
little comprehending
that the next spell will
cost him far, far more.

The cost of casting a sorcery spell depends
on how much it is shaped and the success
level of the Invocation skill roll.
Base cost is 1 Magic Point plus an additional one point per spell component modified. For instance a spell which has its Range
and Duration components increased will have
a base cost of 3 Magic Points. If several spells
are woven together using Combine, then an
additional Magic Point is added to the cost for
each extra spell.

Kratos studies the formula for his Dominate
spell. The lamp burns
incense which heightens
the sorcerer's perception
and the scroll on which
the spell is inscribed levitates of its own accord.
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Kara’s Saga

Kara, now an acolyte of
Myceras, is sent to one
of the outlying watch
towers which guard the
city-state’s fertile valley
territory, garrisoned by
a unit of heavy Meerish
infantry. Although she
left the city well prepared, several attacks by
a strange creature have
required Kara to cast
many miracles, draining
her devotional pool to
a single Magic Point.
Fortunately her visit
coincides with a cult
holy day sacred to
Myceras, and the watch
tower incorporates a
sanctified shrine to the
god. As the attending representative of
the cult, Kara leads
the soldiers in formal
worship of their patron
deity. The Games
Master declares that the
ceremony will generate a
number of Magic Points,
which Kara may tap in
order to restore part of
her devotional pool.
Since the squad
numbers less than 100
worshippers, the amount
of Magic Points she
may harvest from the
ceremony is equal to
one quarter of Kara’s
POW or 4 MPs. These
she transfers into her
devotional pool, replenishing it to 4 MP. This is
only half of her potential
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RuneQuest v chapter 13: Theism
Learning miracles may require the theist to
prove themselves worthy in a number of different ways, depending on the nature of the
cult. Some require the completion of a heroic
quest to attest their faith or a pilgrimage to
seek out a holy spot where their god mythically gained that particular power; whilst others might necessitate the slaying of a worthy
sacrifice, or a superior to demonstrate their
right to this secret knowledge, or going into
seclusion for many weeks inhaling mindexpanding narcotics to seek oneness with
their deity.
Thus learning how to call upon new miracles is rarely just a prosaic case of paying
enough silver to convince the priesthood – as
that is how lay members engage the services
of priests to cast miracles on their behalf.
To gain these potent powers for themselves,
characters must undergo great challenges and
moral dilemmas, binding themselves closer to
the cult and the deities they revere.

Using Theism

A theist may call upon some of the most
potent magical effects available to mortal magicians. However, their exhortations
require much preparation, primarily in the
form of worshipping and making dedications
to the gods. These religious acts are normally restricted to places deemed sacrosanct,
so the reach of a cult is often limited to the
locales close by shrines, temples or particular
holy sites dedicated to the deity or deities in
question.

Devotional Pools

Cult members who advance beyond the
cult rank of Lay Member may begin to draw
upon the gods by use of the Exhort skill.
Every miracle they call for must be paid for in
advance of the request, by sacrifice or donation of Magic Points into something called
a devotional pool. This pool represents the
strength of the bond between worshipper and
god, and must be regularly topped up.
While Magic Points remain in the pool, the
theist can use them to request miracles, but

once the pool is expended no more requests
may be made. The source of these points
need not necessarily be the theist himself (see
Donating Magic Points below) but the maximum size of the pool is limited by the theist’s
cult rank.
҉҉Lay Member – None
҉҉Initiate – ¼ of the Theist’s POW
҉҉Acolyte – ½ of the Theist’s POW
҉҉Priest – ¾ of the Theist’s POW
҉҉High Priest – All of the Theist’s POW
The size of the devotional pool has no bearing on the theist’s normal POW capacity for
storing personal Magic Points. Assuming the
theist is donating Magic Points from his own
POW, after the transference is made he can
regenerate or recoup Magic Points as normal.
The implication of this method of paying
for their miracles is that a worshipper, with
enough preparation time, can fully load up
both his devotional pool and his own personal
Magic Points in advance of performing some
quest. On the downside, refilling his devotional pool requires him not only to return to
a place of cult significance, but also personally
to donate or transfer the points from his own
resources.

Joining more than one Cult

If the campaign setting permits, nothing prevents membership of multiple cults,
providing they are not the antithesis of each
other. For instance it may be reasonable for
characters to be members of a state religion
and a professional cult, and still worship a
family deity. In such cases a separate devotional pool must be maintained for each individual cult.
However, there is a limit to how much
magical energy can be amassed. No matter
how many cults they are members of, the
combined amount of Magic Points stored
in the pools cannot exceed the POW of the
character. Attempting to do so results in
Magic Points dissipating from the other pools
until the stored total once again equals the
theist’s POW.

RuneQuest v chapter 13: Theism
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maximum, but even if
she held a second ceremony on the next holy
day she cannot increase
the current number
of pool Magic Points
beyond four, limited as
she is by the size of her
congregation. Kara will
need to return to the
main temple to gather a
greater number of Magic
Points, or use an alternative source of power.

Left: The Grand Temple
of Myceras in Meeros.

Donating Magic Points

Dedicating Magic Points to their devotional pool requires that the theist be present
at a shrine, temple or holy place with connection to the cult’s god or pantheon. The ritual
takes the form of ceremony, meditation or
prayer, and often incorporates some type of
offering above and beyond the pure Magic
Points – perhaps an animal sacrifice, financial
tribute to the priesthood or a gift pleasing to
the deity.
The actual source of the Magic Points can
be somewhat abstract (see Where do Magic
Points come from? page 171). For example, if
Magic Points come from sacrificial offerings,
then the theist himself must orchestrate, or at
least participate in, the offering. The important concept here is that a worshipper must
be physically present at the donation, else the

Magic Points generated do not transfer to his
devotional pool.
It is recommended that the current number
of Magic Points in the pool cannot exceed the
size of the most recent donation. Thus a theist
with three Magic Points in his pool who sacrifices a white bull (worth seven Magic Points)
would raise his pool to seven points, not ten.
In this way a deity cannot be appeased with a
series of petty offerings which slowly accumulate excessive devotional strength.

Sacrosanct
Locations

The concept of only being allowed to
recharge their devotional pool at specific holy
places may initially seem rather restrictive,
but this need not be an overly prohibitive
aspect of theism. A worshipper can call upon
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